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METHODS FOR AGRICULTURAL POLICY ANALYSIS:
AN OVERVIEW
R. E. Evenson, C. F. Habito, A. R. Quisumbing, and C. S. Bantilen
The economic outcomes attending public sector investments in rural
areas and policy interventions in agricultural product andlfactor mar:
kets are important. They affect the welfare of bc_thrural and_Urban
households. Theseoutcomes are subject to analysis at two levels.The
first .is at the household or farm level. At this level, the analysis is
"partial equilibrium" in character sinceprices andother factors beyond
the control of the householdor the farm are taken as exogenousto
the analysis. The second level is the economy level where "general
equilibrium" analysis is possible. At-this level, pricesof products and
factors are treated as endogenously determined by market clearing
.forces.
We are currently experiencinga renewed interest in the secondlevel
of analysis because of advances in computational technology.The
advent of "computable general equilibrium" models promises more
consistencythan possiblein previousmodelsbecause it ensuresmarket
clearing. It is important to note, however,that the relevanceand consis-
tency of general equilibrium models, rests on an econometric base. If
we do not have a solid, econometric.allyestimated model of farm and
household behavior, the computational power of modern, computable
generalequilibrium modelsisof little value.
In this paper,wesummarize severalpaperspresentedat a"Workshop
on Methods for Agricultural Policy AnalysiS" held at UPLB on August
13,14, 1985. The focus of the workshop was on methods, both in
theory and estimation, for analysisboth at the partial and generalequi-
librium levels.The summary is organized in four parts. The first three
Professorof Economics.Economic Growth Center, Yale University;and
AssistantProfessors, Collegeof Development Economicsand Management, Uni-
versityof thePhilippines atLosBaSos, respectively.
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are directed • toward partial equilibrium analyses, the fourth toward
general equilibrium analyses.•
In Part I, the focus is on farm production and on productivity
change. The unit of analysis is the farm and the economic motivation is
that of cost minimization or profit maximization subject to constraints.
In Part II, the focus is on consumption, particularly food consumption.
The unit of analysisis the consumer or the consuming household (both
rural and urban). The economic motivation is that of utility maximiza-.
tion subject to budgetconstraints. In Part III, the focus ison the rural
and agricultural household functioning in market settings that are im,
perfect. Both producing and consuming activities are considered, and
production in the household is given special attention. The economic
motivation is that of utility maximization subject to budget, time, mar-
ket and production technology constraints (cost minimization is im-
plied).
The focus of the final section ison the methodologies for combining
the partial equilibrium components into a consistent general equilib-
rium framework_
Figure 1 provides a schematic view of the relationships between the
four areas of concern, it shows the general structure of a model encom-
passing two sets of markets directly relevant to the agricultural sector.
•These are the markets for agricultural factors (labor, power, and chemi-
cals) and for agricultural products (rice, animal • products, and other
goods). Two behavioral "cores" are depicted as fundamental to these
markets. The first is the producer core, the subject of Part I of this
summary (and of the papers by Bantilan, Sardido and Evenson, and
Evenson)_ Producer behavior generates the demand size of the agricul-
tural factor markets and the supply side of the agricultural product
markets. The second core is the consumer core, the Subject of Part II
(and of the paper by Quisumbing). Consumer behavio( generates the
. demand side of the agricultural product markets.
Agricultural households also Supply labor to the agricultural labor
market. Agricultural labor markets (and other markets)are not perfect
because of transaction costs and related supervison and maintenance
costs. Part III and the papers by Fabella, Roumasset and Evenson,
and Sah addresstheseissues.
A full model requires the specifications of the supply side of all
agricultural markets and an sPecification of other sectors of the
economy. Part IV of this paper and the papersby Evenson and Habito
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endogenous. One approach, the "impact multiplier" approach, isbased
on differential calculus methods and is suited to comparative static
analysis..The second is based on recently developed "computable.
generalequilibrium" methods.
In Figure 1., policy variables are termed "shifters" and are of four
classes.Farm technology and infrastructure shifters operate through the
producer core. Their impact on factor demand and product supply
(holding prices constant) is complex and shifts all of the equations in
th producer core. These impacts must be estimated with actual data
becausethere is no a priori theory that can specify their impact. Home
technology .andinfrastructure shifters are of the same type. Thesetwo
classes of shifters can also.fruitfully be analyzed in partial equilibrium
analysesin which pricesare held fixed.
These two classesof shifters can, of course, also be fruitfully
analyzed in the more generalcasewhere equilibrium pricesareallowed
to change. The other two classesof shifters, those affecting factor .
supply and those affecting product demand, directly affect pricesand
can most effectively be analyzed in the generalequilibrium framework.
'In contrast to the first two classes of shifters, each of which shifted
several functions, the factor supply and product demand shifterscan be
•..treated asaffecting only a singlefunction.
I. PRODUCTION AND PRODUCTIVITY
While the main focus of the studies under review in Part I is the pro-
ducer core system of product supply and factor demand equations, the
concept of productivity is also important. Many programs are designed
to have an-impact on productivity. Sardido and Evenson (this issue)
report a regional productivity analysis. In view of the importance
'and wide usageof productivity measures, we find it useful to begin
this section with a discussion of these measures.
The term "productivity '_asgenerally used inreports and studies does
not always have a consistent meaning.Some studies of a macroeco-
nomic nature usethe term to meanoutput per unit of labor. Someagri-
Cultural reports and studies use the term to mean output per unit of
land. Other studi_s use the term to mean output per unit of input or
more_strictly an index of output divided by an indeX of inputs. Some
studies attempt to interpret a :'change in productivity" as equivalent to.
a "change in technology." Other studies attempt.to adjust and CorrectEVENSONeta/.: AGRICULTURAL POLICY ANALYSIS 5.,
the measurementof outputs, inputs and pricesin.such a fashion asto
.eliminatethe productivity residual.1
A clear distinction should be made between "partial" and "total
factor" or "multifactor" indexes of productivity. Partial indexes are
ratios of outputto a singleinput. The labor productivity indexand the
yield or land productivity index mentioned above are casesin point.
Partialproductivity indexes where there is only one output and one
inputhave a simple and sometimesuseful and intuitive meaning.Yield
indexesof rice, for example, mean the samething in different regions
.andcountries.
Once one movesto a more generalindex suchasa total factor pro-
ductivity (TFP, sometimes called a !'multifactor" productivity index),
the physical interpretation islost. Such indexes can be given a cost
function or a production function interpretation if only one output is
involved.They require an aggregateindex of two or moreinputs or fac-
tors. (They alsousually aggregateoutputs.) If this aggregationisbased
.on cost accounting, the TFP index can be given a cost of production
interpretation. A TFP index of 110 for a regionor time period indicates
that the cost of productionhasfallen by 10 percent'relativeto the base
periodor region. 2
There is no basisfor interpreting productivity indexesastechnology
Changeindexesunlessadditional information is brought to bearon the
issue. 3 In fact, many sourcesof measured productivity changeother
than thedevelopment of new technologymay exist..Errors of measure-
ment, left out factors of production and weather-related Changesin
product will all be reflected in productivity measures.Ultimately, the
purposeof productivity measurementisto accountfor growth and effi-
ciency. Productivity measures themselves attempt to separate the
growth contribution of standard changesin factors as conventionally
measured from other sources. This improves the prospects for
identifying other contributions, as from researchand extension, for_
example, through further statisticalanalyses. 4
1. SeeGriliches andjorgenson (1967)foranexample of this.Also,see Deni-:
son(1965)foracritique ofthese adjustments.
2. The development of theproductivity indexfroma minimized costfunc -_
tionisexplained below.
3. A number of criticsof productivity measurement (Nelson 1985)arecriti-
calofthestrong interpretations placed onthese measures.
4. See Sardido andEvenson, thisissue.,.6 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
The least restrictive basisfor produCtivity measurement is based on
simple accounting. Suppose that all inputs and outputs are measured
correctly and that we also measure pricescorrectly including rentsand
quasi-rentsto fixed factors. Then the following accounting identity will
hold:
(1) _' P i YI = T, RjXj = V
i J
where P/is the price of the ith output, Yl
and R/is the ..'price of thejth factor of production, Xj
The value of the vector of outputs, Y, •will be equal to the value of
the vector of inputs, X, as long as competition prevails (i.e., no
abnormal profits accrue to firms instead of to factors). Now differen-
tiate (1) .totally with respect to time
(2 •) _; P/ _tYidt + T. Y,.
aP/ aX/
at dt = _, Rj _-_ dt
i i j
+ T,XI aRi dt at
Note that this equation is exact for small changes.
N<)wdivide (2) by Vand multiply thefour terms by
Y,/_, p,./p,,x./xj, and_/Rj
%xj
p,v, av, dt +_ Y'P, ap, _t=_jVXy (3) i V Y/ at VP/ at --
aXj dt + _, xi Ri aRi dt
at .j V Rj. at
Define P/ YI the output shareof the ith
---- S.
V / •output and
R,x.
- Cj the cost share of thejthl factor VEVENSONetaL: AGRICULTURAL POLICY ANALYSIS 7
1 aYt -,
and -- dt = YI the rate of change in the ith
Y/ at output and similarly for factors.
Then, (3) canbe rewritten as
(4) s,P,+ s,v, = cjRj+ c/xj
or
(5) 7+ _ = _ + X or _-_ = R-_= T
where _' = _/S z_ etc.
This equation provides the standard definition of total factor pro-
ductivity change _ and shows the equivalence of a definition basedon
the difference in growth rates•between outputs and inputs (_-.X) and
input prices and •output prices (/_-._). Productivity isthus measured as
a residual, s
This deVelopment did not impose any restrictions on the production
function. In•deed, it did not even claim that one existed. The relation-
ship holds Only for "small changes," and the practical implication of
this is that one should compute it from the•smallest changes possible,
for example, between two short time periods. A longer period index
can be formed by adding up the period-to-period indexes. This pro-
duces a "chained:' index where the weights, S/and Ci are not constant
but are specific to each period. (This procedure is generally known as
the Tornquist approximation to a Divisia index.) s
The TFP index T hasseveral interpretations:._
(a) Suppose all inputs are constant (i.e., X =0 ) then _ = _( mea-
suresthe increasein output achievable at constant input level_
(b) Suppose outputs are constant (i.e., Y = 0 )then T=..-,Xmeasures
the reduction in inputs required to produce a given set of outputs.
(c) Suppose output prices are constant(/6"=0 ) as when the goods
are traded in a large market, then T =R shows the rate of increase in
factor prices made possible by efficiency gains. _, ^
(d) Suppose input prices are constant( R=0 ), then T=.-*Pshows the
output price reduction made possible by technical change.
5. Thepricedefinition, it shouldbenotedl presumes that a long-runadjust-
mentin the full markettakesplace.Whencommodities aretradedinternationally
this becomes quite complexin practicebecause pricesmaynot reflect costsvery
well.Thatis, (1)maynothold.
6. See Griliches and Jorgensen (1967) for a discussion on the Divisia index..8 . JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
(e) Ifboth input and outputprices change, _=/_- _ measures the
increase inreaLfactor incomesmade possible by productivity change.
The index T-- Y "X can be derived from a production function.
Thisderivation requires much stronger assumptions thantheaccounting
index but it also yields more insight into the interpretation of the
index. Supposeone output andseveralinputs:
(6)f yl = F(X 1 , X2 ...X )
By writing down this function we are implicitly assuming that underly-
ing the function there is a given known set of technologies and agiven
infrastructure (roads, markets, etc.) in which producers operate. 7
Differentiate (6) totally with respect to time t.oobtain
a Y1 dt aXj dt
(7) a-_ - _'j Fi --a t + F. dt
In this expression Fi.dt is a natural definition of productivity change.
lf:Fj( ) is homogeneous of degreeOne we have:
(8) = aY/aXj= Rj/pl
and
(9) Yl =F,.xj
Dividing by Y,and substituting (8) and (9) into (7)
(10) a Y__L dt = _, Rz.xl ax/ dt + 'Fi dt
at Y1 J P1 Y1 at Xl Y1
or
(11) v, ==%2j+ r=x +?s
Now we can point out that T can be the result of changesin physical
or biological environments, the available technology, public sector im
frastructure, errors in measurement or departures from the profit maxi-
7. Wecouldalsoconsiderother imperfectionssuchasdifferentskills in (6).
See(2) below.
8. Note that the derivation of thisindexhasnot imposed a particular func-
tionalformontheproduction function(6).EVENSON etaL: AGRICULTURAL POLICY ANALYSIS 9
mization and scale economy assumptions used in constructing (1!,). _
Such measuresare also useful for identifying some of the effects or
impacts of policy-determined shifter variables. The production function
(6) can be written more generally as:
(12) Y1 = YI(,_ F, E) Y1 X
In (12), Y1 is the maximum output technically possible given known
technologies -of production, the vector of variable factors, X (such as
fertilizer and labor), the vector of fixed factors, F (i.e., factors, such as
total land cultivated or proportion irrigated, which are variable in the
long run), and environmental characteristics, E. (The vector of environ-
mental characteristics includes soil, climate and factors, market and
related infrastructure such as roads and communication facilities and
characteristics of technology availability and use such as farmer school-
ing, availability of extension serviceS, and research stock _/ariables.) 1°
(13) dY 1/d,F/. gives the marginal products of fixed factors
dY 1 / dE_ gives the marginal products of environmental factors
These marginal product computations can have an important policy
relevance. The value of the marginal products of the variable factors,
for example, can be compared to prices of variable factors to assessallo-
cative efficiency. The underlying econometricassumption for much
production function analysis is that the observed X vector is in fact the
"cost-minimizing" vector of X's. Since the cost-minimizing vector is a
function of prices and of the F and E vectors, it is not actually endoge-
nous (see below).
The marginal products of the F and E vectors are of more direct
policy relevance since they can be directly influenced by governments.
9. Measuresof T are useful to poliwmakers if the measurement is under-
taken in a consistentfashion. The paper by Sardido and Evenson in this volume,
for example, provides measuresof T on a regional basisfor Philippine agriculture.
Theseindexesprovide a perspectiveon changes' in efficiency and are usefulevenif
the productivity function foundations are not imposed.
10. A TFP index derived from (12) will be a function of the E variables(and
possibly the F variablesif they havenot been properly measured.Sometimes(12)
is estimated directly, but in somesituations it is useful to first derivea measureof
T from production data and then statistic, ally analyze its determinants. This is a
usefultechnique when severalregionsare involved. T can be measuredin different
regionsusing different cost shares.Then thesemeasurescanbe "pooled" in_ statis-
tical analysistaking advantageof more cross-sectionvariance in E variablesthan
possiblein an aggregate production function analysis.10 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
A substantial body of literature estimating returns to agricultural re_
searchand returns to schooling of farmers isbasedon productionfUnc-
tion estimates. Similarly, returns to irrigation investment and other
types of government investments have been analyzed in this particular
"partial equilibrium" framework.
Some of these.analyseshave been flawed by the failure to recognize
(1) that some of the elements in E may haveresponded to farm output
and the X's; and (2) that the assumption that the,X vector is itself a
function of prices and F.and E.means that additional effects are in-
volved, The firstissue constitutes.an econometric.estimation problem.
This problem requires the estimation of an "auxiliary" regressionto
account for simultaneity biasThe second also requiresthe est_imation
of related "factor demand'" equations.
COnsider-thesecond problem. The full model includes(14) in addi-
tion to (12)'.
(14) Xi = Xi (P, F, E)
where (14). is the set of variable factor demand equations derived from
a cost minimizing problem (to beanalyzed below).
Since an element inE, say, extension services, enters in both (12)
and (14) we cannot conclude that the marginal impact.of extension
services isfully captured by;
(15) aY1 / aEex t
The full effect is:
dY dX
(16) a_ / aEext :E-- •
i dX dE
where the second term measuresthe impact of extension serviceson
variable factor allocation. The first .term might then be considered a
"technical efficiency" effect while the second is an "'allocative effi-
ciency" effect. Manypublic investments.such asschooling and exten-
sion are explicitly directed toward achieving an allocative efficiency
effect.t I
The minimized cost or "cost function" extension of the basic pro-
duction theory, along with the closely related maximized"profits func-
tion" approach, has enabled a significant advance in the analysis of
production. This advance is based on the theory of "duality" between
a minimized cost function or a maximized profits function and the un-
11. SeeHuffman (1984).•EVENSON etaL: AGRICULTURAL POLICY ANALYSIS 11
derlying production function. This duality enables the specification of
a functional form for the 'dual" function (the costs-or profits func-
tlon) such that if certain propertieshold for the dual function they will
also.holdfor the 'primal function" (the production.function).
ConSider the caseof the cost function. In this casethe farmer mini-
mizes the costs per unit of production subject to the production func-
tion (12). The accountingdefinition of variable costs,is:.2'
(17) C = _ Ri Xi = RX
min!mizing (6) subject to (12) yields first order conditions:
(18) R i = _,Fi
These can solvefor Xi*,the variable cost-minimizingset of variable
inputs X]. L asfunctions of prices, R, fixed factors, _ and environmental
factors,/:. Substituting theXi =for the X in (6) givesus the. minimized
unit costfunction:
(19) C* = C* (R, F, E) where C" ,.F' and E" areexpressedin
per unit output terms.
We can now apply the Shephard-Hotelling Lemma to (19), the mini-
mized costfunction, to obtain th0 factor demandequationsper unit of
output. This Lemma states that the first partialderivatives of C* with
respectto eachfactorprice yield the demand equation for that factor.
dC"
(20) - XI (/_ F, E) (see(14)
The expressionfor T, total productivity change,can alsobe derived
from this costfunction.
Differentiating (19) we obtain:
(21)--aC* dt = 7_ Cj aRI dt + G dt
at at
Using the transformation noted earlier, this implies
(22) 8 = R + T
and sincein.competition C= Pwe againhave T= _ - P.
We canalsodefine productivity in terms of factor demand equations.
12. Bothcosts andprofitsfunctionanalysis areinherently "short-run"in na-
ture.A distinction between variable andfixedfactorsisrequired. Recentdevelop-
ments(e.g.Lopez1984)areimproving thesemodels byadding adynamic element
intheformof fixedfactorinvestment equations.12 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
Differentiate (20) totally,
(23) aX! dt = _,aRJ dt +axl -dt
at ] at at
Define Factoral Productivity Rates as13
aXj 1
(24) Aj = dt
at xj
The reduction in per unit costs is C* = T_,jR] X*j
ac. 1 _xj 1 Rj 1
dt = _ _"Ri . dt - _,R] dt --
(25) at c ° J at c" J at c*
aX] 1 4,
+ _, RJ dt " thus, T = :8 C/,_*/
at C"
In this development we have not assumedprofit maximization, only
that farmers minimize variable costsfor eachunit of output. 14A more
general and stronger economic motNation is profit maximization,
where farmers not only minimize the costs of producing any level of
Output Y; but also produce that level of output that maximizes profits.
The definition of variable profits is:
(26) _r = P1 Y1 - R/ X]
The'.first order conditions for.profit maximization are
(27) P1 F/ = R/
These can be solved for optimal output, YI*, and optimal inputs X_*
as.functions of P, R, F, and .E. Substitution back into (26) yie ds't_e
maximized profits functidff-
13. Factoral productivity ratescanbemeasured residually. Theycanbeaggre-
gatedintoTFP indexes asin (25). They alsomeasure productivity biases consis-
tently.(See Binswanger andRuttan,1978,for afullerdevelopment.)
14. Thisassumes thatoutputisexogenouslydetermined.EVENSON eta/.: AGRICULTURAL POLICY ANALYSIS 13
(28) _ = 7¢ (P, X F, E)
The Shephard-Hotelling Lemma can be applied to (28) yielding the
output supply equation and the factor demand equations.
d_r
(29) - Y1 = Y1 (P1 , R, F, E,)
dP 1
d Tr*
= Xi = X/ (P1, R, F,E)
dRi
A yet more general formulation allows for a multiple output produc-
tion process. Multiple output production processes(including "joint"
production) are common in agriculture. They are characterized by a
transformation function instead of a production function.
(30) g (Y,X_ F_E) = 0 where Y isa vector of outputs.
Variable profits are defined as:
(31) 7r = PY - RX
and the maximized "profits" function can be written as;
(32) lr* = _* (P,R,F,E)
Again the Shephard-Hotelling Lemma gives a system of output sup-
ply and factor demand equations.
(33) d_r* /dP/ = Y/ = Yi (P, R, F, E)
dlr* /dR/ = Xi = X/ (P, R, F, E)
J
The duality theory developments show that the profits (or cost) dual
functions must have the following properties if a "well behaved" trans-
formation or production function uncterlying it is to beassured:15
L
15. SeeDiewert(1971)and Fussand McFadden (1978) for a fuller develop-
ment.14 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
a) The profit function must be monotonically increasing in P and
decreasing in R.
b)The profits function must be symmetric in second cross partial
derivatives:
c) The profits function must be convex, i.e., the matrix of second
partial derivatives must be positive semidefinite over the range of rele-
vant data points, and its characteristic roots must be zero or positive.
d) The profits function must be homogenous of degree one in Pand
R and the outputsupply and factor demands must be homogenous of
degree 0 in Pand R.
dYi Pj
n
e) Wij _ dPJ YI defines elasticities and _= - 1 _ij = 0
The reader may now note'that the dual functions (19), (28) and (32)
ostensibly contain all of the technical information in the primal produc-
tion and transformation functions (12) and (30). Thus, one can proceed
to estimate (19), (28), or (32), or more practically their derivative
systems (20), (29) or (33). This allows a much richer specification for
the policy variable of interest. For example, if system (33) is estimated
with an extension variable we can Compute:
(34) dY1/dEex t dY2/dEext.---, dX1 / dEext .... , dX n / dEex t
This allows the calculation of the full impact of extension or of other
E-type variables.
Productivity measures can alsobe applied to profits function sys-
tems. Define output productivity rates as:
_. aY. I
(35) E i - Y1 dt at
Using substitutions and definitions given above we can derive:
(36) _" = ,- Si El + _-" C] A j /
The paper by Bantilan in this issue addresses econometric issues in
estimating systems such as (29) and (33). Three issues are discussed, 1_
16. Fabella (this issue) addressesquestions related to risk form behavior and
the "separation" of producer and consumer decisions.EVENSON etaL: AGRICULTURAL POLICY ANALYSIS 15
namely: (a) the problem of mode 1 selection, (b) the use of panel data,
and (c) the bias in nonrandom sampling. The choice of the above issues
was motivated by problems encountered in the use of the farm level
surveys conducted by the International Rice Research Institute from
1966 to 1984.
The paper shows that the estimation of the dual functions or their
associated systems (or the joint estimation of both) has econometric
advantages over the estimation of primal functions provided that one
has price data variations. First, right hand side variables are explicitly
-exogenous. The quality principle has allowed us to move from a trans-
formation function that is a function of endogenous variables (quanti-
ties) to a dual cost or profit function that is a function of exogenous
variables (prices, fixed factors). As a consequence, simultaneity prob-
lems are avoided. Furthermore, multicollinearity problems are reduced
since there is less covariance in prices than in quantities. Second, the
functional forms for the systems can be linear and economical in para-
meters and can still have the property of flexibility.
On the first issue discussed, that is, the problem of model selection,
the problem posed is determination of a mathematical formulation for
the dual cost or profit function. To this end, functional forms that are
flexible, meaning that the parameters can take arbitrary values so that
they do not necessarily impose restrictions on the curvature of the pro-
duction technology, are chosen.
Flexible linear functional forms can be specified directly for the dual
function. As long as this form meets the properties specified above over
the relevant range of data, the duality principle assures that the primal
form is well-behaved. The "flexible forms" commonly used for the dual
relationships are themselves nonlinear but have linear derivatives. Forms
with linear derivatives are not generally "globally convex," i.e., convex
at all possible data points, but are convex over certain ranges. These
forms are said to be flexible in that they are "second order" (or Taylor
Series) approximations to any underlying actual dual functions. Thus,
they do not impose restrictions on elasticities of substitution between
one pair of commodities. 17 Bantilan discusses the limitations of the
most widely used flexible forms and suggestsalternative forms.
17. See Lau (1974, p. 87).This doesnot mean that it is impossibleor always
undesirableto usehigher-orderexpansions.Two studiesof the power generating
industrywe third-orderTaylor-seriesin their analyses:FussandMcFadden(1978b)
andStevenson(1980).16 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
With respect to the second issue,that is, onthe useof panel data,
discussion is primarily directed on errors in variables in panel data.
Sources of bias are presented and a -methodology in identifying the
"true" parameters is discussedin a panel data cOntext. Cited is a clever
approa:chproposed by Griliches and Hausman (1984).
The third issuediscussed by Bantilan addressesthe sampling bias
problem that results when randomization in the implementation of
survey work is not realized. The key idea put forward in correcting for
the bias is the incorporation of known or assumed probabilities of
selection or the inclusion of sampling units. Econometrically, this is
implemented in twoways, namely: (a) reparameterization ofthe model
to integrate the available information; and (b) incorporation of the in-
formation into the error structure of the model. An example of such
implementation isgiven in the paper.
The paper on infrastructure, output supply and input demand by
Evenson in this issue reports the provisional estimates of a profit func-
tion-based system for Philippine agriculture. A number of E variables
are included in the analysis.
II. CONSUMPTION STUDIES
Conventional analyses of consumption behavior are effectively equi-
valent in structure to the analysis of production and costs.18Demand
functions are obtained through (1) maximization of a direct utility
function subject to a budget constraint, or (2) applying the duality
theory to obtain demand functions from the first derivative of anex-
penditure function.19_ln the first case, we obtain Marshallian demand
functions in nominal prices and income; in the second, Hicksian (com-
pensated) demand functions in nominal pricesand real income.
Let us first take up the utility maximization approach. We specify
a direct utility function
(37) U = U (G 1, G2,...,Gn)
18. Weare indebtedto E. Torres, L. Lauffer,D. Canlas,R. Alonzo,andH.
Bouisfor constructive comments onthe papers in thissection.
19. For a reviewof both methods,seeDeatonand Muellbauer(1980, pp.
637-50).EVENSON etaL: AGRICULTURAL POLICY ANALYSIS 17
The goods, G, are treated as"market goods" with pricesM. Someof
these may, in fact, be home-producedbut M _n then be interpreted as
the alternative costof the good to the household.Caseswhere this in-
terpretation doesnot hold are discussed in Part Iil.
Utility ismaximizedsubjectto a budget constraint.
fl
(38) Y = 2; M/G i i = 1..... n
1=1
where Y, or income, is usually treated as '!predetermined" or exo-
genous.
This maximization yields first order conditions from which demand
functions can be derived. Solving the first order conditions (39) and




(40) _;MI G/ = Y
(41) G° = G (Y,M)
The demand systemsderived from utility maximization should also
satisfy the following restrictions: (1) homogeneity of degree zeroin
income and prices; (2) negative definiteness and symmetry of the
Slutsky substitution matrix; and (3) share-weighted sum of income elas-
ticities equal to 1.0.
In the second case,based on the duality theory, the same procedure
utilized to derive a "minimum" cost function may now be employed to
derive a "minimum" expenditure function which shows the minimum
expenditure required to achievea given level of utility.
(42) ex = e (Mi, Y,U)
Note that we "substituted out" the G in the expenditure function in
the sameway that we did in the minimized cost function (19).
We can also derive an "indirect" utility function which is the equi-
valent of the maximized profits function. The indirect utility function
M_ shows maximized utility asa function of pricesand income.18, JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
(43) MX = I (M i, Y).
Roy's identify applied 'to (43) yields a system of Marshallian demand
functions in nominal income and prices, while •direct differentiation Of
the expenditure function (42) generates Hicksian (compensated)
demand functions with prices and real income asexplanatory variables.
(44) Gi = G] (M/, _r)
where Yr indicates that real income isused in the expression.
Young's theorem and the Slutsky adding-up constraint impose cross
equation symmetry (I.-= lji), a homogeneity of degree zero in prices,
and a weighted sum J1.mcome elasticities equal to one. Cross equation
(Slutsky) symmetry holds for the compensated or real income constant
price terms. "
In empirical work, these restrictions are more easily imposed on
Hicksian demand functions due to the difficulty of imposing cross-
equatioq symmetry on Marshallian demand functions, which have un-
compensated coefficients. It is therefore important that income be ex-
pressed in "real" terms utilizing a proper deflation procedure to enable
this symmetry to be imposed.
Swamy and Binswanger (I 983) point out that this depends upon the
definition of a suitable deflator for nominal income, or suitable approx-
imations to the true deflators if the consumer's utility function is un-
known. Fortunately, recent advances in index number theory permit
the estimation of such approximators. According to Diewert (I 976), if
the cost .(or indirect utility) function is unknown but is approximated
by a flexible functional form, then certain index numbers can be esti-
mated which, when used to deflate nominal income, provide estimated
changes in real income that correspond exactly to changes in utility
levels. Diewerthas shown that any quadratic mean of order r quantity
index can approximate an arbitrary nonhomogeneous utility function
to the second second degree and that any quadratic mean of order r
price index can similarly.approximate an arbitrary cost or indirect
utility function.
Despite the existence of a laegebody of theoretical work on demand
systems, early empirical work in the field largely ignored the problem
of consistency between the characteristics of the utility function and
the characteristics of demand functions. The Linear Expenditure
System (LES) wasdeveloped to achievesuch consistency. This was anEVENSON etaL: AGR ICULTURAL POLICY ANALYSIS 19
important development at the time and placed empirical work on a
consistently analytic footing. Unfortunately, the LES is a highly
restrictive form. Theoretically, the LES assumesadditive preferences;
empirically, the system imposes restrictions on the structure of esti-
mated parameters, particularly the absence of complementarity and
the inelasticity of the price coefficients, as well as the exclusion of
inferior goods. In their survey of models of consumer demand, Brown
and Deaton (1972, p. 1197) point out that the imposed structure may
be largely independent of actual price effects if variations in real
income are larger than variations in relative income. Timmer (1981)
also argues that additivity may not be warranted for demand systems
with a high degree of disaggregation, since substitutability within
groupswould becomesignificant.
In spite of its restrictiveness,the LES still remains in usetoday be-
causeit requires relatively little data. (In effect income (supernumerary
expenditure) is used to identify what are interpreted as price para-
meters.) In caseswhere data arescarce, and where the analysis is limited
to broad commodity groups, some versions of the LES provide a quick
way of estimating price coefficients. An exampl_ is Canlas' (1981)
application of an augmented Stone-Geary utility function with leisure
as an additional good to a cross-section data set without price data.
Using wage rates as a proxy fop the price of leisure, together With data
on total and property =income, Canlas first estimated a demand-for-
leisure equation, the parameters of which were used to estimate some
parameters of the LES for goods. In this case, variation in the price of
leisure was sufficient to generate a plausible set of price.and income
elasticities.
Further developments in the field have produced more flexible
systems from particular utility function Specifications. More recent
work is being based on duality theory and flexible functional forms.
This work lagsbehind the parallel work on the production side, pro-
bably becauseof the data aspect of the simplier inflexible systems.
Quisumbing discussesthese developments and related econometric
issues in her paper.
Another trend in consumption analysis has'been the estimation of
income-group specific demand parameters.This isa departure from ear-
lier studies which applied consumer theory, though formulated from
the decision perspectiveof a utility maximizing consumer-or household,
to aggregate market data expressed in per capita or per household
terms (Timmer and Alderman 1979). Income-group-specific parameter20 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
estimation has been proposed on the grounds that substantial differ-
ences in consumption behavior exist at different income levels. This is
easily verifiable from income elasticities estimated from cross-section
budget studies, but recent estimates of price elasticities do provide evi-
dence that price responsiveness varies with income, usually inversely,
for food and other necessities..
Income-variation of uncompensated price elasticities follows from
Slutsky's equation (45):
(45) e/j = Sij- Wi El i, j = 1, . . . ,' n
where eq is the uncompensated price elasticity, S,, isthe Slutsky (pure
substitution) elasticity, Wi the budget share, Ei'_he income elasticity.
Empirical work has shown that, following Engel's law, budget shares
and income elasticities for basiccommodities such asfood (and starchy
staples) tend to decline as income increases.Even if we assumethat the
substitution elasticities 5ij do not vary, falling budget shares and in-
come elasticities would lead to declining eij as income increases. How-
ever, Timmer (1981) carries the agreement further to Suggestthat
Slutsky elasticities also vary inversely with income, i.e., even when com-
pensated for the income effects of price changes,the poor are more re-
sponsiveto price changes than the rich. Timmer has called this an
income-related "curvature" in the Slutsky matrix.
Some of the reasons behind the "curvature" have beendiscussedby
Bouis (1982), who says that different Constraints on nutrition-related
consumer behavior may be considered binding at various income levels.
However, Bouis disagreed that the celationship between elasticities and
income was a monotonic inverse relationship, citing evidence for a
"parabolic" pattern particularly for cereals.That is, elasticity may be
low and then rise with an increase in income, and then follow a mono-
tonic decline. His discussion focuses on the interaction between the
"bulk" constraint which must be satisfied first, and the consumer's
desire to obtain the other characteristics in food, e.g., taste, diversifica-
tion. This "parabolic" (or inverted U-shaped) pattern is corroborated
by some of thestudies reviewed by Quisumbing in this volume.
One major constraint to estimating income-varying price elasticities
without the imposition of additivity assumptions is the needfor a fairly
large cross-sectional data set with adequate price variation. Fortunately,
such data seriesdo exist for the Philippines and are now beginning to be
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parameters have followed conventional demand specification with
prices and income as explanatory variables; while most .applications
havebeen in the area of food and nutrition policy analysis.
Although recent consumption analysis has moved toward the analysis
of distributional effects, the conventional methodology for consump-
tion studies ignores the fact that most goods in final "ready to con-
sume" form have been partially produced in the household. In addition,
the simple model discussedabove has only price and income measures
as explanatory variables, neglecting the effect of household composi-
tion, schooling, and other demographic variables: Furthermore, the
model does not really address the matter of the appropriate Unit of
observation. In practice, most consumption data are observed by house-
hold, not by individual, and are converted to per capita terms to con-
form to the individual utility-maximizing model of conventional con-
sumption analysis:
Fortunately, a second and quite independent line of analysis has
emerged over the past 20 years or so - one that does recognize the
importance of production in the household and which recognizes that
households have to be regarded as the core of analysis. There is con-
siderable convergence between this household economic approach and
the older consumption literature and the duality literature but it is not
complete. As a result, we find that conventional empirical consumption
analysis, even when taking into account some demographic variables,
still retains a fair amount of anomalies. For example, some authors have
included demographic variables, schooling, and other variables in their
model specifications. It is sometimes argued that these varia:bles affect
tastes or the "pre-committed" quantities that are part of the LES sys-
tem. Beyond that, however, the analysis is sadly lacking. Demographic
scaling procedures are also used to deal with the household "problem"
in a number of studies. One of the more popular methods isthe useof
an "adult equivalent scale" instead of simply converting household level
data to per capita terms. Most adult equivalent scales use relative
recommended daily allowances (RDAs) to express nutritional require-
ments for family members of different ageand Sexgroups in terms of a
reference adult male. However, this method does not completely cor-
rect for the unequal distribution of food and nutrients within house-
holds beyond the biological requirements of the RDA, a reflection that
the actual householddecision-making processmay involve interdepen-
dent utility functions.
In many ways, therefore, the household economics perspective is a• 22. JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
much more consistent framework for analysis. It requires that the
household unit be regarded as the decision making unit because produc-
tion is undertaken by the household unit, not by individuals. This re-
quires the specification of a "joint" household utility function, and this
has been somewhat problematic. Conventional utility analysisspecifies
an individual utility function, and empirical work is based on "sup-
posed" individual demand functions. In practice, however, very little
data on individual consumption are collected. Virtually all such data are
collected at the household level. Furthermore, it is quite obvious that
production does take place in households; most food items are con-
sumed in very different form than are the marketable ingredients. It is
also quite obvious that there are individuals who are members of
households and families who do not have independent incomes (e.g.,
children and wives), and that they are part of an interdependent
economic unit.
The modern household economic models at least deal with this issue.
A household can be treated as having a "joint" or aggregate utility func-
tion under fairly weak conditions (these are the same as are required for
a social utility function). Essentially, as long as there is a consistent
income-sharing rule. among members, individual utility functions can be
aggregated to the household level. The household economics approach
has a great advantage in that it allows for an analysis of nonmarket
goods that do not have market price s. It enables the specification of
demand functions for these goods (such as child services, prepared
meals, etc.), as well as the specification of demand equations for mar-
keted goods and for the allocation of time to leisure, home production
and work.
Household economics is an integration of both production and con-
sumption analysis. The following relatively simple model illustrates
this:
Define the household utility function to be:
(46) U*, = U (N, H, Lc, Lm, Lf, SJ
where
N = the number of children
H = health orhUman capital per child
Lc, Lrn, Lf = leisure hours for children, mother and father.
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Notice thatnone of these goodsneed to marketed and havea price,
The essential ingredients of the householdmodel arethe production
-- like constraints:
(47) N = N (Xn, Tnm, K)
M = H (X., Tnm, t-P, K)
S = S (X,, T,m,K)
(Note that we could add an agricultural transformation function for
an agricultural household; seePart Iil.)
The first Constraint simply indicates that the maintenance of children
requires goods purchased in the market, Xn, and time input by the
mother (Trrn). Managerial and other technical skills (K)are also factors
affecting the efficiency of this production.
The second constraint shows that health (H) is derived from pur-
chased foods, Xf mothers' time, Tnm., and capital Hx which may be
owned by the tamily or provided bythe community:
The third constraint simply shows that other goods may be processed
and prepared in the home.
In addition to these technical constraints, time constraints hold:
(48) Lc = Tc = Two
Lm = Tm -- Trim - trim - tsm --twin
Lf = Tf -- twf
Leisure isconstrained to betotal time less home production time less
work time (twe , twm , twf).
The financial budget constraint for this household is:
(49) V +NW c Twc+Wg twg+ Wm twm=PnX n +. Pf Xf + .PsXs
Maximization of (46) subject to (47), (48) and (49) yields three sets
of related jointly determined demandS.
(50)a) Demands fornonmarketedgoods
N = N (Pn, Pf,Ps,Wc, Wf, Wm, V,K, HX)
H = H (Pn,Pf,Ps,Wc,Wf, Wm, V,K, HX )
T = T (Pn,Pf, Ps, Wc, Wf, Wm, V,K,H x)
S =S ( Pn;Pf, Ps,Wc, Wf, Wm, V,K, HX)2.4 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
b) Demands for marketed goods
Xn = Xn (Pn,Pf, Ps, W c, Wf, W m, V,K,H x)
Xf = Xf ( Pn,Pf, Ps, Wc, Wf, Wm, V,K,H x)
Xs = Xs(Pn. Pf, Ps,Wc, Wf, Wm, V,K, HX)
c) Time allocation
Tfl = TfI ( Pn, Pf, Ps, Wc, Wf, Wm, V, K, H x)
Tfw = Tfw( Pn, Pf, Ps, Wc, Wf, Wm, V, K, H X)
etc.
The maximization_inherent in this •household system can be sim-
plified by viewing the household as both a "firm" and a consumer. As
a firm the household cost-minimizes just asa firm does. For any partic-
ular combination of household goods, N, H, etc., the firm component
will seek to produce these goods at minimum costs. This cost-minimiz-
ing behavior produces "marginal" costs for each nonpriced household
good. These•costs of producing an added unit are usually termed "sha-
dow prices." The household asa consuming unit then choosesthe set of
household goods that maximizes utility by viewing these shadow Prices
asthe relevant prices.
Thus, the demand functions for "inputs," i.e., the purchased mar-
ket goods, are derived from the implicit "profits function" of the
household firm, aswell asfrom its indirect utility function. Theshadow
prices ace internal prices to each household and are weighted averages
of external or •exOgenousprices. The weights reflect the utility para-
meters and production technology of the household. To seethis more
clearly, we _cansubstitute the time •constraints (45) into the financial
constraints (46). This yields the "full income" expreSsion. In addition,
• we can define time and goods intensities as weights:
(51) Xn = Xn/N; X"h = XnlH; Xs = )(siS
tnrn=tnm IN ; tnc=tnclN ; tnm=tnm IH ;t'sm = tsrn I S
Using these definitions, the.full income constraint can be written in
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(52) V + Wm Tm + Wf Tf + NVVcT c = Lm (wm) + Lf ( Wf )
+ NLc(VVc) + N(PnX" n + WmTnm)
+ NH(PnX n + Wrnt'nm ) + S (PsX's + Wmt'sm)
In this expression, the shadow prices of the goods in the utility func-
tion are shown in parentheses. Note that the shadow price of children N
has three parts. The first is the direct cost in the term followingN. The
second is H times the shadow price of H. The third is the negative term
for child earnings WcTwc implicit in the term WcTc. This analysis is
pursued further in the paper by Roumasset and Evenson elsewhere in
th is issue.
The relevant part of the household model for consumption analysis
is that systems of demand equations such as (50) derived from the
household model require several variables in relation to members be-
cause of different specializations in home production. They require var-
iables characterizing fixed factors of home prOduction and skills. They
also require nonlabor income variables which can be used to identify
the pure income effect. Conventional income (and expenditure) mea-
sures have time prices imbedded in them and do not properly identify
income effects. 2o
III. RURAL MARKETS AND THE AGRICULTURAL HOUSEHOLD
In the household model discussed in the previous section certain
home-produced goods did not have markets. They were not traded or
exchanged. This meant that the "internal demand" for these goods
equalled this "internal supply." The "shadow price" or "marginal cost"
of these goods was in fact the internal equilibrium price. It is partially
based on market prices and also based on the household's own utility
function for goods. Thus, it varied from household to household. 21
20. Seethe householdeconomicsstudiesin the Philippine Economic Journal,
Number 36, Vol. XVII, Nos. 1 and 2, 1978, for a discussion of theseissues.The
studiesin that volumepresentsomeof the initial attemptsto applythe household
economicsframeworkto the analysisof Philippinedata.Thesestudiescanbeclassi-
fied into two groups:thoseinvestigatingthe demandfor householdgoods,chiefly
relatedto childservices andnu_itional status,andthoseinvestigating theallocation
of time within rural households.Severalof the studiesutilize data obtainedfrom a
Lagunasurvey of time allocation and nutrient intake, while others use national
data to analyze consequences of publiceducationand health and wife's employ-
mentor fertility aswellasmigrationdecisions.
21. This section hasbenefitedfrom commentsand the presentationsof Raaj
SahandWilfrido Cruz.2,6 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
These 'household goods" are not the only cases of goods without
markets. Several lines of recent research on rural development problems
have explored cases where markets do not exist (or where there are
substantial transactions cOsts.) for labor and other agricultural goods.
Models of interlinked markets, incomplete markets and asymmetric in-
formation have now been utilized to explore some of the implications
fbr the analyses of market exchange in rural economies.
Interestingly, the household model discussed in the previous section
did not lead Very directly to the analysls of incomplete markets for
"conventional" goods and factors even though it was designed to
handle nonmarketed household goods. The "agricultural household"
model has emerged as a somewhat differentiated line of analysis for
these problems. 22 The agricultural household model in its.simpler.ver-
sions inclUdesan agricultural production (or transformation.) function
as a constraint (see 47) but typically ignores household .production
constraints.
When household production is ignored and when efficient markets
exist for all goodsand factors, the agricultural household model shows
that prodUcAion decisions are independent Of consumption decisions.
Consumption decisions, on the other hand, depend on the income or
profit from agricultural production. Thus, a change in a nonagricultural
price will affect consumption but not production '(it will affect family
leisure and labor supply but it will not affect total farm labor utilized).
A change in an agricultural price, on the other hand, will affect the
consumption of agricultura! goods directly, the production of agricul-
tural goods and the cOnsumption of all goods th(ough the income or
profit effect. 23 The independence of production decisions from con-
22. SeeStrauss,J.,$ingh, l.j. and Squire, L., World Bank, 1986, for a develop-
ment of the agricultural household model.
23. For the agricultural householdthe effect of a changein .heprice of a good
produced by the householdwill include a profit effect.
The full effect is: BXc = BXc_ / aXc
/ + (Qc- Xc) aPc aPc u aTr
marketed surplus of the good - the first term in the expression- is the substitu-
tion effect. The term - Xc (aXc/aTr) is an income effect. For agricultural house-
holds, the term aXc / air is the added profit effect. A similar effect of wageson
labor supply includes a profit term.EVEN$ON etaL: AGRICULTURAL POLICYANALYSIS 27
sumption considerations (but not vice versa) implies that the produc-
tion system can be solved as a block, and then recursively fed into the
system of consumption equations. This is termed "block recursiveness"
in the literature.
The motivation behind most agricultural household models is to
analyze the full effects of changes in agricultural prices on both con-
sumption and production of agricultural households. However, the
model has also been expanded to explore the implications of imperfect
markets for labor and agricultural goods. A number of studies have
provided evidence that transactions and other costs can be quite sub-
stantial in rural markets. These costs from the point of view of a farmer
hiring laborers, for example, include the costs of searching for workers,
negotiating contracts and monitoring and supervising the work. These
additional costs raise the real costs of hired labor significantly in some
markets. From the perspective Of the seller of labOr there are also costs,
and these can be quite high. In an extreme case (as envisioned by Cha-
yonov 1956) these costs could effectively mean that labor markets
would not exist and that family organization of production would
dominate because the family as an institution can lOwer these costs
through ties and "bonds" between members. In such a case, labor
becomes in effect a household good where internal demand equals
internal supply and where market wages do not exist but a shadow or
"virtual" wage exists at which wage labor supplied equals labor de:
manded. Under conditions, the separability between consumption and
production (or block-recursiveness) no longer holds. 24 A rise in a non-
agricultural price will now Change consumption plaices and have an
effect on the leisure:labor supply choice. The virtual price of labor or
leisure may thus change and the total work effect will change, thus
affecting production. 2s
It should be noted that separability between agricultural production
and household production and-consumption is maintained if perfect
markets exist for all agricultural goods. The existence of household pro-
24. Fabella, elsewhere in this issue,derives conditions for separability when
farmers are risk averseand shows that under certain error assumptionsseparability
holds. Healsoderivedseparability with scaleeconomies.
25. Strauss(1984) derivesexpressions for the virtual-price of labor in the case
where a labor market isabsent. Heshowsthat a risein the agricultural output price
hastwo effects on the leisure work-mix in the household. An incomeeffect through
profits increasesthedemand for leisure.The virtual wageeffect may havea negative
or positivesign.28 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
duction (e.g., in food preparation) does not meanthat farm production
analysis must take household production into account.
As long as well-functioning markets exist for agricultural goods and
factorsf standard production analysis can be undertaken.
The introduction of risk into the analysis makes the existence of
well-functioning markets a necessary but not a sufficient condition for
block-recursiveness. Under conditions of production risk and perfect
competitibn in the labor market or an institutionally fixed wage,
Fabella (thi_ issue) shows that (1) if production risk is additive, the
household production model is block-recursive; (2) if the production
risk is multiplicative of finite variance, then the household production
model is non-block-recursive; and (3) if the farm household exhibits
decreasingabsolute risk aversion, then the household production model
becOmesmore approximately block-recursive as risk increases. For the
farmer, additive risk comesin the form of fluctuations he cannot con-
trol, such as natural calamities and man-made disasters such as social
unrest and wars. Multiplicative risk.is tied up with the production pro:
cess, such as new technology which alters factor utilization, e.g., new
cultivation methods which utilize new Seeds,fertilizer and different
labor intensities. Farmers may resist innovations, even if these increase
productivity, since they are perceived to increase farming risks. Under
conditions of price risk due to changes in demand, block-recursiveness
holds if either: (1) production is for subsistence consumption (and thus
would not be affected by market price fluctuations); or (2) the house-
hold exhibits diminishing absolute risk aversion and the production
variance approaches infinity. The important conclusion of this paper is
that if the cOnditions for profit-maximization hold under uncertainty,
so will block-recursiveness.
Production and consumption decisions may also be interdependent
if there exist endogenous shadow prices which would become a basic
linkage between the production and consumption sector of the model
(Lopez 1984). In particular, if time allocations between on- and off,
farm work have different Utility.connotations, then the shadow price of
on-farm work is endOgenouSly determined within the farm-household
unit even if its members work off the farm. This isevident when com-
.muting time is explicitly introduced, even when there are identical
preferencesfor on- versusoff-farm work: commuting time represents an
additional sacrifice or cost of off-farm work.
Roumasset and Evenson (this issue) analyze the implications of a
partially incomplete labor market intherural Philippines: By partiallyEVENSON etaL: AGRICULTURAL POLICY ANALYSIS 29
incomplete, the authors mean that labor markets do exist, that some
rural households hire out family labor, Some hire in labor in addition to
utilizing family labor, and some are roughly self-sufficient. This type of
equilibrium can exist when there are-transactions and related coststhat
.are Significant but not prohibitive. Under these .conditions, the value
of .family labor (and the earnings of children) will differ markedly
according to the land resources of the family. Families with relatively
large holdings will receive higher returns to labor. Thus, the distribution
ofland in such economies will have two components. The first is simply
that land produces rents that accrue to owners. The second is that land
confers rents to family labor as- well. These, in turn, affect family
decisions regarding.contraception, child work and child health as shown
in the Roumasset-Evenson study.
The "rents to family labor" can be partially collected by tenants.
.Thus, one of the reasons forwidespread tenancy - as opposed to hired
labor systems - when land ownership is unequally distributed is the
existence of high transactions costs, in labor markets..Landowners can
collect part of the family labor '"premium"-by renting out land Cather
than by farming it themselves. 26
Transaction costs, not only influence the organization of farms (and
of other firms as well); theyalso.influence contracts between farmers,
laborers, credit suppliers and Others_ The absence of high cost Of tWO
or more markets can lead to interlinked contracts where sellers and
buyersoperate in more than one market. BraVerman and Srinivasan
(1985) and Srinivasan (1985) and others have analyzed these problems.
In many developing countries an apparently bewildering variety of
resource allocation mechanisms spanning the spectrum from bilateral
contracts between agents who know each other and extending Over a
number of crop seasons or years to arms length transactions involving
anonymous agents (for instance, in the market for casual labor) for a
short duration seems to coexist even withina limited'domain in space
and time. Some of these .institutions, such as sharecropping and other
forms of land tenure, have been analyzed, theoretically and empirically;
for a long time. On the other hand, the widely observed phenomenon
of "'interlinked transactions," i.e., transactions between the same two
parties, in more than one commodity or Service (for instance, land
J
26. This does not explain why share tenancy instead of fixed-rent tenancy
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tenancy, labor service, credit and marketing of output, has only recent-
ly.begun to receive scholarly attention. 29
Economic theorists, particularly neoclassical economists, have
viewed this phenomenon as a response to the •absence of a complete
set of contingent markets and to pervasive problems of asymmetric in-
formation and moral hazard, as well as of significant transaction costs.
The recent literature on principal-agent problems, credit-rationing
balancing incentives and risk-sharing aspects of contractual arrange-
ments in an uncertain world are beginning to be applied in analyzing
agricultural institutions.
Different stages of development also appear to be associated with
different systems of organizing resources. Rural economies with low
physiological densities, low rates of technological change, and high
marketing costs• have a greater incidence of collective and nonmarket
institutions, e.g., collectivej extensive systems of fallow-rotation agricul-
ture; exchange labor; indentured labor, tenancy partnership, and other
factor-linking arrangements; low market surplus and low value added
from off-farm agricultural industries.
Raaj Sah (this issue) addresses several of the issues associated with
labor markets and contracts in agricultural households. He shows that
high supervision costs and the supervision premium to family workers
affect farm organization.
IV. MULTISECTOR MODELS FOR
AGRICULTURAL POLICY ANALYSIS
Past analysis of agricultural policy issues has been constrained to
some extent by available methodologies. 28 Most work undertaken was
of a partial equilibrium nature, and was thus unable to capture the
intersectoral effects of changes introduced in the economy, particularly
those pertaining to the agricultural sector. This in turn significantly
limited the kind of policy prescriptions that could be derived from such
analyses.
It has increasingly been recognized that, in assessing the likely im-
pacts of agricultural policy changes, it is important to examine the
27. Baverman and Srinivasan show that a policy to control the price income
market (e.g., maximum rental ratesor interest rates)may be ineffective becausethe
contract will compensatefor these controls in other linked markets.
28. This section hasbenefitedgreatly from the comments and contributions of
T.N. Srinivasan,M. Montes, J..Lim, R. Mariano, and L. Gonzales.EVEN$ON eral.: AGRICULTURAL POLICY ANALYSIS 31
linkages between the agricultural and nonagricultUral sectors in general,
as well as those among individual sectors. And because of these .linkages,
government policies towards the nonagricultural sectors could have pro-
found effects on the agricultural sector as well. Thus, an analysis. of
government policies towards the agricultural sector need not address
only those policies pertaining directly toagriculture (e.g., fertilizer
subsidies, grain price supports);, one Should also. be interested in how
.certain nonagricultural polices (.e.g., petroleum pricing, indirect taxa-
tion) bear on the agriCUltural sector.
Developments in quantitative economic analysis, within the past
decadehave made possible a more comprehensive assessment of the
effects of policy changes. With the development of computational
techniques thatpermit the solution of large systems of equations, and
with the compute_" hardware to implement them quickly, it is now
possible to track the intermarket effects of specific changes introduced
in certain markets of the economy. It is now also.possible to generate
a wealth of information on the impacts of such changes, permitting a
detailed assessment of their efficiency and equity .effects.
In this section, we deal with some of the available modelling ap-
proaches to policy simulation that are of potential usefulness in agricul-
tural policy analysis; We first .consider traditional macroeconometric
models and their suitability to this type of analySis_ We then turn to
models which, have come to be classed under the general heading of
computable general equilibrium (CGE) modelS, of which two are con-
sidered here. First is the "impact multiplier" approach which uses
econometric estimation to derive a system of differential equations that
interrelate changes in various policy variables within the (agricultural)
economy. The second is a more comprehensive simulation model which
computes equilibirum pricesand their consequent effects on other
policy variables like income distribution and .growth. Finally, some
general issues related to economic modelling are discussed, including
limitations of the models described herein.
MacroeconomicModels29
Typical macroeconomic modelsare normally composedof a series
of econometrically estimated equations grouped into several "blocks"
29. Thissection drawsheavily fromManuelF. Montes's paper,"Specification
of a Semestral Macroeconomic Modelfor the Philippines," presented atthisWork-
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to specify (1) national output, (2) prices, (3) foreign transactions,
(4) the monetary sector, (5) the labor market, and (6) the fiscal sector.
While a highly disaggregated treatment (particularly of the national
output block) is feasible, these models tend to be specified on a fairly
aggregate level, often treating the whole economy as producing only
one commodity, i.e., total real output. As such, they tend to explain
aggregate economic outcomes independently of the underlying vector
or relative prices in the economy. On the other hand, one may justify
this approach on the argument that relative prices really play an im-
portant and predictable role only when the units of analysis are truly
small enough in the neoclassical senseto exhibit independent behavior,
and only when the economy is in the vicinity of equilibrium. ThuS,
macroeconomic models tend to relate real quantities directly to each
other (e.g., aggregateconsumption as a function of aggregateincome),
instead of through relative prices (e.g., aggregateconsumption as the
sum of individual consumption decisions basedon individual incomes
and relative prices).
In his workshop paper, Montes argues that an aggregative macro
modelling approach may be adequate when: (1) the analysis can only
be carried out at a high level of aggregation which makes it difficult to
observe substitution behavior; and (2) the economy is so far removed
from equilibrium that the actions of some agents could haveSignificant
quantity effects. The most important of these agents is the state, with
its power to appropriate resources, set prices, and print money. And for
an economy such asthat of the Philippines where the state hasimmense
price-setting power and where excess labor supply is typical, a macro
model approach may be useful for policy analysis.
A highly aggregativemacro model may not be very useful, however,
in assessingagricultural policies which are addressed to specific sectors.
In the Philippine experience, agricultural policy measures have tended
to be of this type, e.g., rice input subisidiesand pricesupports, specific
trade taxes, and marketing interventions. In these cases, it is largely
the policies' impacts on relative prices that determine their effects on
the economy. Hence, both disaggregation and consideration of relative
price effects are desirable attributes of a policy model used to analyze
them. While macroeconomic models may be suitable for assessingthe
effects of monetary policy (e.g., interest rates) and exchangerate policy
on the agricultural sector, models of the computable general equili-
brium (CGE) type appear to be more appropriate for examining most
other agricultural policy issues.EVENSON etaL: AGRICULTURAL POLICY,ANALYSIS
CGE Models: The "Impact Multiplier" Approach
One approach to modelling market interactions in the agricultural
sector has been through the useof '_i.mpactmultiplier" modelswhich
specify the input and output supply and demand equationsasa system
of linear differential equations (i.e., defined as rates of change). As
such,the solution simply requiresthe inversion of the coefficients mat-
rix of the equation system. This approach has been applied to the In-
dian agricultural sector by Quizon and Binswanger(1983)and Evenson
(1984). The model is built around an econometrically estimated "pro-
ducer core," which definesthe output supply and input demandequa-
tions from a variable profit function via Shephard'slemma (seeequa-
tions 10-17 in section 1). Output demand and input supply equations
are then defined to closethe model.A demand system with cross-elasti-
cities can be derived from an indirect utility function in a manner
analogousto the productionsystemspecification. Input (i.e.,labor,land
and capital)supply equations can include the effects of migration,
labor participation rates, and capital stock growth. In both the produ-
cer and consumer systems, exogenous shifters canbe included in the
demand and supply equations to incorporate the effect of nonprice
policy variables. Figure 1 summarizes the basic structure in the Bins-.
wanger-Quizon-Evensonmodel. The systemof equations canbe written
in matrix notation as
GU'= K*
where G is the matrix of coefficients, U1isthe column vector of endo-
genousprices,and K* is the column vector of policy variables.The so-
lution to the model is
UI = G-1K*
Thus, knowing the inverse of G, the price and .output effects of changes
in policy variables can be determined.
"Full" CGE Models
A much more ambitious but potentially richer modelling approach
is exemplified by full-economy CGE. models which allow the endoge-
nous interaction of all (major) sectorsof the economy. The discoveryJOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMEN'I _
of practical algorithms for solving large systems of nonlinear equations
(e.g.,Scarf19/7; Merill 1971; Powell 1970) ushered in the construction
of moderately-sized multisectoral models which compute for a com-
plete set of equilibrium prices in the economy. Like the "impact mul-
tiplier '_models, these models are built around a set of input and output
supply and demand equations, but they need not be specified as rates
of change. And unlike the "impact multiplier' models described in the
previous section, these models have in practice not been parameterized
on the basis,of prior econometric estimation. Instead, they rely on a
specific benchmark year's equilibrium data set to specify the numerical
relationships in the model whose producer and consumer systems are
often based on Cobb-Douglas (or at most, CES) production and utility
functions. This permits the model to be completely parameterized from
the benchmark data set alone. However, there is nothing that precludes
the useof more flexible functional forms in these models, provided that
reliable parametei"estimates are available.
Another severe limitation of most .existing "full" CGE models is
their inability tO Considersubstitution possibilities among ouput and in-
puts, more particularly the latter. This arises from their being built
around an input.output table which constrains the use of intermediate
inputs to a fixed-coefficients technology. Input substitution is usually
confined to primary inputs (.labor and capital). Again, there is nothing
that precludes the modelling of substitution possibilities in these mo-
dels, as long as elasticity estimates are available. For example, Goulder
(1982) has shown how intermediate input usage can be made price-
responsive in a CGE model; the method involves updating the input-
output coefficients matrix every period to reflect changesin the input
mix motivated by changesin relative prices. Similarly, only the absence
of reliable cross-elasticity estimates in consumption has prevented the
incorporation of product demand substitutions in .past models. How-
ever, it is not clear_given the lack of'experienCe with models incorpora-
ting such behavior, whether doing so will result in serious convergence
problems.
The structure of the Habito (1984) model of the Philippine econ-
omy which is to be updated and modifiedfor agricultural policy analysis
is described in the article by Habito in this journal issue.The model is
composed of 18 prodUction sectors, 11 households, and 3 primary
factors of production. Changes being introduced tO improve the suita-
bility of the model to agricultural policy modelling include: (1) redefi-
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aggregation of agricultural sectors and more aggregationof nonagricul-
tural sectors; (2) allowance for price-responsiveinput and output sub-
stitutions; (3) improvement of factor supply specification; and (4)
improvement of the model's dynamic specification (i.e., savingsand
investment behavior).
Modelling Issues30
The task of economic model-building can ususally be divided into
five stages: (1) specification, (2) parameter estimation, (3) validation,
(4) numerical solution_ and (5) interpretation.
Specification requires decisions on the scope,structure and level of
disaggregation of the model. These•decisionsshould be closely tied to
• the objectives of the modelling effort. In the context of agricultural
policy analysis, this has to do with the types of policies one wishes
to assess.For example, the model may either treat the nonagricultural
sectors exogenously (e.g. as in the impact multiplier model) or endo,
genously (e.g. as in the full CGE model) depending on whether poli-
cies directly impacting the nonagricultural sector are to be analyzed.
Similarly, a standard macroeconomic model may suffice where rela-
tive • price effects arc not important to the analysis. The choice of dis-
aggregationlevel is•likewise determined by the degreeof detail required
by the analysis which inturn is again influenced by the types of poli-
cies and effects to be studied. Thus a disaggregation of agricultural
sectors is called for in the •current modelling •exercisej whereas the
nonagricultural sectors can be treated more aggregatively.
Because of the utter complexity of a comprehensive multisector
model, it is advisable to design it in Sucha way that major components
may stand alone. This hasat least two advantages. First, the construc-
tion of a large model involves the risk that the complete model may
never work properly (eg_ due to nonconvergence problems) and a
modularly designed model can remain useful even in this eventuality.
Secondly, for certain analyses_it may be sufficient to usejust a segment
of, •ratherthan the whole, model. Aside from saving computational costs,
such a restricted analysis will at times provide more lucid insights than
a full general equilibrium simulation. The present modelling effort has
30. This section incorporates points raised in the•discussion over the models
presented in the last session of the workshop. Comments by R. Mariano, J. Lira, M.
Montes and L. Gonzales have been valuable.36 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
a "producer core" and a "consumer core" that can stand on their own
and be used for policy analyses by themselves,as has been demon-
strated in the papersby Evensonand 0uisumbing.
'Probably the most .crucialelements of a model are the parameters,
particularly the different elasticities that determine the magnitudesof
responsesto changesin policy variablesin the model. It is therefore im-
portant to consider the properties of estimated parameters (e.g., are
they appropriate only within the neighborhood of the base period? )
and to validate the parameter estimates to gain confidence in their
values.
Validation is another issuewhich haspresenteddifficulties for CGE
modellers. A completely satisfactory validation is impossible in the
CGE context becausenumerical specification is based entirely on a
single benchmark period's data. Furthermore, this benchmark data set
necessarilyundergoessome transformation in order to reflect a state of
general equilibrium. Thus, the model is basedon an "artificial" data
set to start with. In the face of suchdifficulty, the bestrecoursewould
be to conduct sensitivity analyseson key elements of the model, in
order to havea better appreciation of its weaknesses.
The numerical solution of a largeeconomic modelhasceasedto be-
come a major constraint to model-building. Many computational proce-
duresrangingfrom simple iterative techniques(Gauss-Seidel)to elabo-
rate fixed-point algorithms are now. available to the modeler, and the
av.ailability of computers for their speedy implementation has reduced
the costsof such an exercise One may still face the risk of noncon-
vergence of a generalequilibrium model, although certain algorithms
guarantee convergenceat the costof inflexibility in model specification
and/or reduced computationalspeed.
Finally, an important problem with a large multisectoral model
concerns the ease of interpretation of the results one gets with it. It is
easy to get lost in the output of a simulation run with a large compre-
hensive model. One may gain a large amount of information from a
complex model, but may lose insight in the process. Itis therefore im-
portant to balance model size with ease of interpretation of results. The
model should also be designed so as to facilitate interface with its in-
tended users A model's usefulness is severely limited if the only person
who can use itand interpret its results is the model-builder himself.
Thus_ every attempt must be made to make the computer software for
implementing the model as "user-friendly" as possible.EVENSON eta/.:AGRICULTURAL POLICY ANALYSIS 37
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This workshop was structured to reflect the rangeof activities that
are being undertaken in the current researchproject on agricultural
policy analysis. Estimation of prouction functions for Philippine agri-
culture isbeing undertaken to update pastwork on production systems_
particularly to make useof more recently developedeconometric tech-
niques and theoretical constructs.Similarly, work is being undertaken
to reestimate consumer demandfunctions in the Philippines usingthe
most up-to-date data and methodology available. Both endeavorsnot
only will be able to leadto stand-alonepolicy analyses,but will alsobe
important inputs into a more comprehensivegeneralequilibrium model-
ling exercise This may be the first time that a CGE modelis beingfor-
mulated in coordination with actual parameterestimation for the pro-
ducerand consumersegmentsof the model.
The emphasisof this workshop wason methodsof analysis.It has
become increasinglyrealized that a considerationof appropriate meth-
odologiesisan important first stepthat mustbe resolvedprior to actual
work on policy analysis. It is hoped that, at the completion of the
project,weshall haveundertaken someanalyseson important Philippine
agricultural policies backed by solid methods of analyses, thereby
permitting greater confidence in their resultsand policy implications.
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